Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems have existed for over 50 years. Yet, they are still widely used in national critical infrastructures like New York Metro transportation system, NY waterway control systems and power grid. This paper examines the evolution of SCADA systems from closed SCADA systems to open networked SCADA systems and discusses issues adapting SCADA systems into cloud computing paradigm. We propose a framework that secures SCADA systems under cloud environment. It provides reasonable assurance of such adaptation and migration. Finally, we apply it to NY Metro North Subway and Rail Transportation system.
INTRODUCTION
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition or SCADA refers to any systems and networks that monitor, manage, and control automation, production and distribution (SCADA and CS) .
SCADA systems are widely used in nations' critical infrastructure such as transportation, telecommunications, energy, waste and water treatment, and manufacturing (SCADA).
Securing SCADA systems is a national priority because disruption of them can have significant consequences for public health and safety (PDD 63) .
When SCADA systems are set to be isolated standalone control systems, security concerns are more on the physical access control and operators. When SCADA systems are networked and/or hooked into internet, the security concerns are shifted to more or less the same as we do to network security and information systems. A whole range of security issues such as access control, business continuity and disaster recovery planning, security governance and risk management, law regulations and compliance, operations security; environmental security, security architecture and design, and telecommunications and network security need to be addressed (Krutz, 2006; Chen and Yoon, 2010 ) .
For the last several years, cloud computing is moving from industry to academia (instead of the other direction like many classical cases) and is making leap in IT evolution. It is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction (NIST). With on-demand selfservice, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services, cloud computing increases greatly productivity and efficiency (NIST). At the same time, security is a great concern (Cloud Security Alliance, 2009). Many research papers and frameworks are devoted to this area (for example, see (Krutz, 2006; NIST; Cloud Security Alliance, 2009; Chen and Yoon, 2010; http:// en.wikipedia.org/; Forrest, 2009; NIST, 2010; OSAG) . Cloud Security Alliance identifies thirteen (13) domains that need to be covered in securing cloud computing environment (Krutz, 2006) while Chen et al discusses compliances for services deployment models thoroughly (Chen and Yoon, 2010) .
Migrating networked SCADA systems to a cloud environment, either a private cloud or a public cloud, is sure a path for better data sharing, data managing and quick decision making. But, security and compliance, especially for public cloud are certainly big concerns. As we see recently that a window computer worm, stuxnet and its variants are found to target industrial systems and their payload to PLC in SCADA systems (http:// en.wikipedia.org/). It is a very sophisticated attack to SCADA systems. We can only expect that a big organization or even government agency can have such capabilities.
In this paper, we will address these issues from classical SCADA systems to cloud environment. In section 2, we examine the evolution of SCADA systems while in section 3, after summarizing cloud computing services deployment models, we discuss the feasibility of moving networked SCADA systems to cloud environment, from private cloud, community cloud to public cloud. In section 4, we list specific security and compliance issues facing migrating SCADA systems into cloud and propose a framework of securing SCADA systems. We use NY Metro North Subway and Rail systems as an example to demonstrate our work. The final section is devoted to discussion and further research and field work.
EVOLUTION OF SCADA SYSTEMS
Traditionally, Electrical Engineers consider SCADA systems as control systems (CS). A typical SCADA system architecture can be demonstrated by Figure 1 in which a SCADA host uses Human Machine Interface (HMI) to connect to several Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) or Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and to acquire data and to make controls. RTUs and PLCs are in closed loop control to field elements such as sensors, valves, pumps, switched and motors via EIA232 and EIA485. Human operators control supervisory functions and monitor them. The monitoring devices continually update data, which enable operators to manage daily operations locally and remotely as well. HMI systems have evolved from light indication panels and analog gauges to computerize graphical display with real time indication and response features.
Communication medium is more on copper line due to the unreliability of earlier radio systems and the high cost of ISDN lines. Communication protocols are mostly in the application layer and most of them are still proprietary like MODBUS from Modicon. The trend is that these proprietary protocols are moving toward open and standardized protocols, for example, Profibus from Siemens, Device Net from Allen Bradley, DNP3 and subsequently IEC61850 from EPRI, and IEEE 60870.
Computer scientists consider SCADA systems as connected IT systems. A typical networked SCADA system can be depicted by Figure 2 in which several SCADA hosts uses HMI to connect Master Terminal Units (MTU) that serves as a basic central control station (BCCS). The BCCS hooks with controllers like RTUs and PLCs securely via wireless network, Switched Public Telephone Network or Internet. These controllers link to field elements.
The efforts of moving standalone SCADA systems to networked SCADA systems represent an evolution path of SCADA systems when they were first appeared about fifty years ago. 
ADAPTING SCADA SYSTEMS TO CLOUD COMPUTING
The notion of moving SCADA systems into cloud computing is quite controversial and eye catching. Some researchers believe it will benefit greatly for the next generation SCADA systems such as smart grid, renewable energy (Vyatkin, 2010; Gustavsson and Ståhl, 2010; Geberslassie and Bitzerl, 2010) and the virtualization concept in cloud is actually enhancing security (Communication in ACM) while others believe the virtualization is overkill, especially when defending malware such as rootkit (Bratus, 2010) . In our survey of NY Metro North Subway and Rail SCADA system (Figure 3 and 4) , while it is wary about the idea of opening its SCADA system to a cloud, especially about to a public cloud, it believes it will benefit if it adopts some of the typi-cal cloud features or characteristics like selfconfiguration, broad network access and resource pooling. For example, virtualization can help mass configuration if it updates its out-dated controllers to more standard network enabled ones with more processing power and memory. Another example is using IP cameras to monitor remote controllers and field elements can be done in a private cloud environment. The surveillance system can be independent from the existing SCADA system or be a part of SCADA system that can trigger a sequence of control actions when undesired events like intruders, fire alarm, and power shortage are detected. Processing, protecting and preserving these high volume video streaming data is an ideal candidate for cloud computing.
Because of security concerns in most times is triumph over cost saving due to the nature of SCADA systems, we do not see the possibility of moving SCADA to a public cloud in the near future unless some special arrangements or dramatic security technology advancement. Like many big trading companies that do not use a public cloud but shift to a private cloud internally, SCADA systems can adapt to a private cloud or even a community cloud that shares the same concerns. As we know, cloud computing is basically a collection of net centric technologies. A private cloud can shield the notion of open SCADA systems to public although it is not absolutely true. At the same time, SCADA systems in the cloud can share the computing resources needed, sharing data acquired from field controllers so that decision makers can have accurate and near real time data.
We need to emphasize that a private cloud is not sharing controls while sharing data. Technically, sharing data can be done using various mechanisms. One non-intrusive mechanism is to capture image displayed in an operator screen inside a SCADA host. This will make the alteration of data during transmission much harder. It addresses more data integrity than confidentiality. So the adaptation should move in a careful staging process.
Another area is to provide redundancy resources. SCADA systems controllers can stretch over a large geography area. They are vulnerable to terrorism, vandalism or lost of system controls. System reliability is of the utmost importance; therefore redundancy is prevalent throughout the system. The Control center and each RTU have a dedicated UPS system, redundant communication lines, and servers. Cloud network would solve many of these issues.
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE OF SCADA SYSTEMS IN CLOUD
In a keynote address to the National Science Foundation workshop on Critical Infrastructure Protection for SCADA & IT, Dr. Arden Bement listed several incidents to illustrate the vulnerability of SCADA systems (NSF Workshop, 2003) . He dismissed the notion of "Obscurity" if we think SCADA systems are highly customized, highly technical, and therefore the guys in the black hats won't be able to figure them out in addition to the fact that 60 to 70 percent of all industrial security breaches are carried out by someone on the inside. NSA lists a checklist on securing SCADA and CS (Control Systems): Develop a Security Policy; Establish Physical Security; Lockdown Perimeter Security; Enable Existing Security Features; Secure Operational Traffic; Secure Management Traffic; Manage the CS Configuration; Eliminate Security Shortfalls; Continuous Security Training; and Perform Security Audits Systems (SCADA and CS).
Developing a proper security policy set a foundation for securing SCADA systems and its CS assets. It defines and places controls in various stages. With security policy in place, proper enforcement plays crucial roles in securing SCADA systems. For ex-ample, strict access control to SCADA should be periodically reviewed. Cut off unnecessary connection to outside is essential.
One of the major issues with SCADA systems are legacy devices and proprietary protocols that are still in use. Although many of existing SCADA equipments is quiet reliable, their support is more and more difficulty due to the change in manufacturing and the advance in technology. In addition, many manufacturers have stopped supporting these equipments that use proprietary protocols. Therefore many system managers are anxious to upgrade their SCADA systems. On one hand, it provides an opportunity for better data translation, data propagation and data protection when companies start to upgrade its devices in SCADA system to more standardized ones. On the other hand, it also poses great potential problems when legacy devices are used with these newer devices. Not only are data translation and data propagation not supported, performance and reliability will suffer as well. System administrators often fail to conduct proper risk analysis of their current system and the implementation of any new technology. Development of platforms that interact with legacy systems and the modern SCADA network help to create the synergy necessary to achieve an efficient and reliable platform that has the ability to give the security, reliability and adaptability.
When moving networked SCADA systems into Cloud, we also need to develop checklists for auditing that will provide a level of confidence of doing things right and doing right things, just like we did when we moved standalone SCADA systems to networked SCADA systems.
Progress in the area of standardization is best achieved by external organizations such as International Standards Organization (ISO), International Federations of Information Processing Societies (IFIPS), the Institute for Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the International Communications Associations (ICA), and other well respected and recognized groups (Selig, 2003) .
In the utilization of cloud services, the assumption should be a predication that such cloud services should show a level of reliable and security. The goal of the designer should be to create a level of security that will enable the system to remain secure if any part of the system is compromised.
Some of the feature needed to create a more secure SCADA cloud system can be summarized in the table 1.
DISCUSSION
Moving networked SCADA systems to a public cloud has many unanswered questions and poses many security challenging. It is often controversial. It is evident when we approached NY Metro North Rail system. But, private cloud and even community cloud is more acceptable. The project also assesses existing SCADA equipments that are amazingly reliable although outdated. It is in the process of updating these equipments. Recently, we see renewed interests in SCADA systems. Not only are SCADA systems still used in our national critical infrastructures such as power grid, railway systems, gas pipelines and nuclear power plants, but also the movement from isolated systems to more open systems and lack of skilled professionals. Research and training are both important. Both NSA (National Security Agency) and DHS (Department of Homeland Security) have looked into our national SCADA systems, its vulnerability and weakness as well as protection mechanisms ((SCADA and CS; Testimony of Deputy Under Secretary Philip Reitinger; Securing Industrial Control Systems in the Chemical Sector, 2011), for example).
In summary, we should pay more attentions to SCADA systems and the trend of upgrading. Proper risk assessment should be done. Cloud computing has huge potential in IT services. Incorporating both should be able to deliver more efficient control systems.
